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“We don’t turn anyone away. We don’t care
who you worship or who you love. If you’re
cold and hungry we want to help you.
Simple as that.”
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KEVIN JOSLYN, PRESIDENT, FOR THE LOVE OF GOOD FOUNDATION
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Volunteers lay out clothing as the For the Love of Good Foundation sets up in the parking lot of Kate’s Kitchen in
Holyoke yesterday to help people in need. For more photos, visit MassLive.com. (DON TREEGER / THE REPUBLICAN)

HOLYOKE

Different Black Friday experience
Foundation offers free clothing for those in need

By Patrick Johnson
pjohnson@repub.com
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Esperanza Quinones tries on an overcoat as the For the Love of Good Foundation sets up in the parking lot of Kate’s Kitchen in Holyoke yesterday to
help people in need. (DON TREEGER / THE REPUBLICAN)
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PHILADELPH

t was Black Friday,
and Esperanza
Quinones was out
picking out a few
things.

In her bag were some essentials. A couple of blouses. A
comforter. A pair of boots.
“I only take what I need. I
don’t take what I don’t need,”
she said.
Quinones’ Black Friday
experience was not spent going
shoulder to shoulder with
shoppers at the mall, but in the
parking lot of Kate’s Kitchen
at Providence Ministries for
the Needy on Hamilton Street.
There, she and several others
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